
Unforgetable Days... 

Days of vacations, days of holidays, days of leisure, 
days of rest, days of culture, days of carnival, days of 
spa, days of nature, days of walk, days of gastro-
nomy,...  

Days, days, days!  

Come with them and you will be able to choose among 
a wide fan of possibilities how you want to live them. 
From Lar das Pías you can enjoy Galicia, to visit San-
tiago de Compostela, to enjoy the marvellous creeks, to 
visit the city of Ourense and to enjoy their thermal 
baths, to carry out cruises for the Canyons of the Sil, to 
know the cradle of the Ribeiro and Albariño wine, to 
make an escape to Portugal...   

Place And Contact

We are at one hour of the main airports of Galicia, 
Santiago de Compostela and Vigo. 

Very well comunicated by car to visit the Galician 
country and the north of Portugal..

www.lardaspias.com

reservas@lardaspias.com

CASNALOBA, 26
32678 XUNQUEIRA DE AMBÍA, OURENSE

TEL. 646 100 158

Lar das Pías

∂†   TOURISM AND LEISURE  ¢

Thank you Nature;  for the Wood, the Stone, the 
Light and the Color...  we have taken care of them, 
treaty, spoiled and respected... so that 
now... you can enjoy it. 

Come closer and know our house, 
your house, and discover the whole 
leisure offer and vacations of the won-
derful environment.

RURAL GUEST HOUSE
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Some Places to Visit...

Allariz. This village represents one of the more beauti-
ful examples of historical quarter as initiative tourist, 
with their paved streets of medieval layout that goes 
down  toward the river Arnoia. Their beauty and per-
fect harmony make  that it is one of the most visited 
destinations. Also it offers a very interesting gastrono-
mic offer, as grateful parties.

Ourense. Thermal city. Known by the thermal spring 
of As Burgas and bathes by the waters of the river Mi-
ño. It posses an original slope Main Square and a very 
welcoming and lively historical quarter at the hours of 
the wines and in the dawn.

Sacred Ribeira. One of the most refreshing proposals 
is to carry out cruises in catamarán for the canyons of 
the rivers Miño and Sil, a form of coming closer to the 
Galicia interior from an aquatic perspective. The lands-
cape and the  experience is only and startling.

Santiago of Compostela. Declared a World Heritage 
City by UNESCO thanks to its multicultural nature 
and as the final destination of a thousand-year-old pil-
grim route: the Way of St. James, which, since the 9th 
century, has transformed this finis-terrae into a meeting 
place of Western faith and thinking.

Some Places to Visit...

Galician “Rías”. The singularest feature in the coast of 
Galicia is the presence of the creeks (rias). It is sea 
arms that are introduced in the continent creating a 
clipped coast. Of diverse origins, some have been of the 
waste that has facilitated the penetration of the sea, 
case of the Rias Baixas that are those of more exten-
sion; other they belong together with the inferior part 
of old fluvial valleys, like it happens to part of the Rias 
Altas and, some third, as the Ria of Arousa, are old 
tectonic graves. All contain in their interior a wide ran-
ge of landscapes to enjoy.

Lar das Pías. !inking of y"r comfo#, le$ure and pleasure

The Facilities And Their Style

We have taken care to the maximum of all the details 
so that you feel comfortable and in an atmosphere of 
the welcoming thing. The stone, the wood and the color 
are present in all the corners of the house, offering a 
rustic and comfortable image that will 
transmit you very pleasant sensations.  

You have five double rooms, a special room 
and an apartment dúplex with kitchen. 
Todas con baño y TV individual. Also, you 
can enjoy a series of common spaces as the 
magnificent living room-dining room with 
chimney and reading point, interior patio, 
garden,...  


